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abstract: This article focuses on data-sharing – a central aspect of an ambitious
e-Science programme recently embarked on in Sweden. Data-sharing has become
a powerful and promising direction in e-Science in general, even though fraught
with difficulties. Sweden has a unique position in relation to data-sharing: a worldunique set of social science and medical data collections, a well-established tradition
of regulations concerning data protection, a widely used form of personal identification that allows integration of databases, and a population that generally trusts
researchers and the Swedish state with personal data. The aim of this study was to
find out how Swedish database owners/managers and database users – key actors
in the Swedish e-Science enterprise – anticipate the way that databases will be built
up, managed and used in the future, and how this will influence e-Science. For this
purpose, these actors were interviewed and official documents on the topic were
studied. It is concluded that openness and the integrity of personal data are particularly critical elements for the success of a range of future e-Science endeavours in
Sweden and elsewhere.
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Introduction
Data lie at the core of science. In all times, scientists of all disciplines have collected, analysed
and drawn conclusions about the world around us and about ourselves on the basis of data.
In the early days of science, however, the systematic collection and analysis of data was
cumbersome for two practical reasons. These processes were not automated in any sense, and
researchers and their assistants had to gather, enter and analyse the data manually. In the
twenty-first century, science has become, in many ways, a highly automated process, and
involves processes such as collection and analysis of data and publishing and dissemination
of research results. New technologies, such as digital audio and video recorders, the mobile
telephone and the Internet, have automated data-collection; statistical software programs and
software for qualitative analysis have automated data analysis; and the Internet has made
research communication and diffusion of research results fast and automated activities. For
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the most part, however, these new technologies have been fairly small scale and used only
locally.
In recent years, though, development has taken technologies to another level, with largescale storage capacities, high bandwidth computer networks, the processing power of supercomputers and the capability to share tools and resources on a global scale. This change from
small scale to large scale and local to global is having major implications for research in changing
both the pace and the nature of the research process. Not only can research activities such as
data-collection, data-analysis, data-visualization and publication of research results be carried
out much more quickly, thus allowing more scientific studies, they can be carried out in new
and innovative ways. Advanced information and communication technologies (ICTs) and grid
technologies, to mention just a couple of examples, have made it possible for researchers to
collect, store and analyse vast amounts of data, e.g. gene sequences (Gibbons et al., 2007); to
analyse different formats of data simultaneously (e.g. video, audio and text) (Crabtree et al.,
2006); to make data (and research results) available to other researchers (see, for example,
www.hapmap.org); and to make research findings transparent for experts, decision-makers
and the general public (Heldal, 2007).
Data-collection about individuals is a particularly sensitive issue and constitutes a special
case of scientific data. Thus the collection, storage, use and sharing of data about individuals
have for some time been governed by laws and regulations to varying degrees in different
countries. The laws and regulations are there in order to protect information that can be linked
to individuals from being seen and used by others and by authorities and commercial organizations in ways that could be perceived by the individual as intrusive or damaging.
The integrity of personal data has been an issue in all modern societies, and especially since
public authorities began to keep registers of their citizens. As the possibilities for collecting
information about people have grown with ever more sophisticated technologies (for example
with closed-circuit television cameras (CCTVs), transaction logs and computerized medical
registers etc.), the debate concerning the integrity of personal data has intensified. However,
as described later in this article, these debates seem to rise to new levels when authorities,
researchers and in rare cases individuals have broken the law or violated prevailing norms.
As discussed in more detail later, in Sweden there are a number of well-established data
collections and registers in addition to a system of national identifier numbers linking individuals to information – pieces of information that on the one hand constitute the very foundation of e-enabled and improved research, and, on the other, a potential risk of crimes or
threats to integrity. Large databases, grid technology and e-Science tools add further to the
complexity of the situation, since these amplify existing problems with the scale, scope and
nature of data about individuals. There will be an increased amount of data gathered as well
as new types of data, an increasing number of data collectors, and, not least problematic, an
increasing number of users of these data and enhanced access to the data and tools for
analysing them.
The aim of this study was to find out how key actors in the Swedish e-Science enterprise –
mainly database owners/managers and database users – perceive (1) the potentials and risks
associated with increased accessibility to research data, (2) the obstacles that may prevent
increased accessibility to research data, and (3) how the unique Swedish conditions in terms
of well-established data registers and a high level of trust among citizens towards authorities
and researchers should best be utilized and maintained. In more general terms, we were interested in how these central actors anticipate how databases would be built up, managed and
used in the future, and how this would influence e-Science.
We discuss these findings against the backdrop of some well-publicized historical incidents
in Sweden involving the use and misuse of research data, incidents that can be drawn upon
when increased data accessibility is being planned in the future.
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Finally, we discuss whether other countries can derive lessons from Sweden, countries that
are developing their national research infrastructures for data-related practices.

Background and previous research
e-Science in Sweden and elsewhere
Research carried out with the help of advanced computing and grid technologies is usually
denoted as cyber-infrastructure, e-Science or e-Research. Whatever term is used depends on
one’s understanding of the concept, which differs between nations and disciplines. Jankowski
(2007: 552) points out that all the concepts share the idea that technology, when combined with
science, creates added value. In this article the term ‘e-Science’ is used, since this happens to be
the established term in Sweden (see, e.g., http://www.vr.se/mainmenu/pressandnews/news
archive/news/howcansciencebeimprovedbyescience.5.315d803911100fdce718000382.html).
As already mentioned, the use of computers for research purposes is nothing new. However,
in recent years, technologies have developed that have transformed computer-supported
research into e-Science. In making the most of these new technologies in supporting research,
there have been a number of e-Science programmes initiated in various national and supranational (EU) settings, especially in recent years (starting around 2000). The earliest initiative,
which can nowadays be seen as a forerunner, is the United States’ ‘cyber-infrastructure’ initiative, which is developing e-Science as yet another ‘big science’ challenge (Galison and Hevly,
1992). The UK e-Science initiative has a different structure, one in which a series of specific
research programmes has been initiated. And, in Europe, there are various programmes for
developing ‘e-Infrastructures’ (for an overview of the different initiatives, see Schroeder and
Fry, 2007). As might be expected, the specific agendas of the e-Science initiatives reflect the
heritage of their respective systems of innovation (Schroeder and Fry, 2007; Schroeder, 2008).
Nevertheless, these initiatives can all be regarded as attempts to create infrastructures for
e-Research, with all the historical parallels to the creation of other societal infrastructures that
are implied in this (Jackson et al., 2007; Schroeder, 2007). For the purpose of this article, we
define e-Science or e-Research as the use of networked computing for sharing distributed
digital data and tools in scientific or academic research.
The Swedish e-Science initiative, which is the focus of this article, takes a UK-like approach,
since it confronts the e-Science challenge from several angles closely related to previous sociotechnical innovations, namely a national grid infrastructure, a university computer network and
a well-established but under-used set of databases and registers. Briefly, the Swedish e-Science
initiative can be described as follows: In 2005, the Swedish Research Council (Vetenskapsrådet,
2009) established the Committee for Research Infrastructures (Kommittén för forskningens
infrastrukturer, KFI) with the remit to support the building and use of infrastructure for
Swedish research. A year later, in 2006, a new committee was established by the Swedish
Research Council, i.e. the Database Infrastructure Committee (DISC). At the time there were
two already existing parts to the research infrastructure: the Swedish National Infrastructure
for Computing (SNIC) and the Swedish University Computer Network (SUNET). Together
with these two already existing parts, and according to the Swedish Research Council, it was
assumed DISC would ‘comprise the trinity which constitute[d] the base in the work of the
Swedish Research Council with an e-science infrastructure for Swedish Research’ (Vetenskapsrådet, 2009). With the establishing of DISC there is now a strong emphasis on databases and
data-sharing within the Swedish e-Science enterprise, since DISC’s general mission is to ‘create
an advanced coordination of existing and new quality-assured research databases and provide
this national resource to Swedish and international research’ (DISC, 2009). It can be mentioned
in passing that data in this case fall mainly within the province of the social and medical
sciences; the former mainly the province of the US cyber-infrastructure for social science
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(Berman and Brady, 2005) and in the UK under the National Centre for e-Social Science (NCeSS,
http://www.ncess.org/), the latter mainly under the NIH (National Institutes of Health) in
the US and in the UK various e-Science and Medical Research Council initiatives.
Just recently, in December 2008, the Swedish Research Council announced that it would
finance six database research projects and one postgraduate school, and inject a sum of 135
million Swedish kronor during a five-year period within the ‘Swedish Initiative for Micro-data
in the Social and Medical Sciences’ (SIMSAM). The aim of SIMSAM is to fund a small number
of database research projects per year, and that these projects, led by junior researchers, would
be joined together in a network with joint workshops, conferences and a postgraduate school.
The vision for this part of the enterprise, the Swedish Research Council says, is to create a new
generation of researchers with a knowledge of Swedish databases and registers, knowledge
of database methodology, and that has start-up funding for new and interdisciplinary database
research (Vetenskapsrådet, 2009). The research will focus on public health and social issues.
In the autumn of 2008, the Swedish Research Council established a national service via DISC,
the Swedish National Data Service (Svensk Nationell Datatjänst, SND), which will be responsible for maintaining existing databases, primarily within the social and medical sciences, and
for supporting the creation of new ones. In short, Sweden is in the midst of a major overhaul
or upgrading of its data infrastructure for research and of pushing it in the direction of eScience. This seems a good time to review its past and potential data-related practices.

Research data and data-sharing
The importance of data in all scientific research, independently of disciplines, has been clearly
pointed out by Borgman (2007), who has overviewed data-sharing practices as they relate to
e-Research. Borgman points out, on the one hand, that there are many similarities between
scientific disciplines when it comes to data, e.g. that most disciplines generate large amounts
of data, that researchers in all fields use their own and others’ data, tools to handle the data,
and have certain rules and regulations concerning data-handling and data-sharing. On the
other hand, Borgman emphasizes that there are also several differences between disciplines.
For example, data differ in terms of their very nature or shape (in meteorology, data can be
figures indicating temperature; in sociology they can be voice or video recordings of interviews; and in archaeology they can be bones) and, therefore, in terms of degree of sensitivity.
As Borgman (2005: 21) points out, natural science data have a low degree of sensitivity, since
they describe natural phenomena, while data within the social sciences and medicine have a
high degree of sensitivity since they describe humans. There are other differences between
disciplines too in relation to data and data-sharing, says Borgman. For example, data have
different economic value depending on their re-use (chemistry data have high value and social
survey data low value), and there are disciplinary differences, says Borgman (2007), when it
comes to pressure from funders and scientific journal editors to make data available (where
there is high pressure within medicine and low pressure within the humanities).
Data-sharing means a larger amount of data available to the individual researcher, which,
from a scientific point of view, is a positive thing. As Vickers (2006) points out, most research
activities, for example replication of analyses, development of statistical methods, metaanalyses and teaching, can benefit from data-sharing. From the research funding agencies’
points of view, data-sharing can be seen as a way of getting better value for the money spent.
In the end, research is about knowledge-creation, which at some point should reach society
and benefit its citizens by providing better medicines and treatments, better schools, better
political systems, and the like. Awareness of the benefits of increased data-sharing has
provoked individual researchers (Vickers, 2006), editors of scientific journals (Gardner et al.,
2003) and public authorities (NIH, 2009) into raising their voices in defence of open access to
research data.
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However, although e-Science initiatives actively promote data-sharing activities, most researchers seem to support the idea, and an increasing number of funding agencies and scientific journals are beginning to make this a requirement – the large-scale sharing of research data
is still to a large extent a vision. From a technical point of view, storing large amounts of data,
and having a large number of distributed users of that data, does not present a problem. From
social, ethical and legal points of view, however, there are many problems still to be resolved.
First of all, there are general problems that apply to all scientific disciplines regardless of
the kind of data being shared, i.e. problems that have to do with how research is conducted
and the crucial role of data in that process. To most researchers, external research funding is
indispensable in research; the results and scientific publications arising from them, in turn, are
the preconditions for future funding and future research. In the light of this, one can readily
see that sharing data with other researchers is almost like giving away money, merit and future
possibilities of the same, which may be seen as a problem by many researchers. To some extent,
however, this could be compensated in an arrangement by which the data-users acknowledge
the data-collectors. Another general problem is in ensuring that the quality of the data is maintained even after having been shared; that is, after having left the initial data-collector (Carlson
and Anderson, 2007).
A further issue may involve solutions such as thorough and controlled documentation, wellestablished standards, well-suited training and reliable services for researchers. This relates to
another general issue, which is how research data can be made available for re-use in the first
place; this involves digitizing non-digital materials (Carlson and Anderson, 2007), maintaining data over long periods of time and using the data for purposes other than the original
within and outside the borders of a nation (Borgman, 2007). Then there are discipline-specific
issues; that is, issues relating only to research dealing with data about humans pertains to how
the integrity of personal data should be protected when made available to a large and unknown number of users. This is partly a technical question of how data can be securely stored
in and retrieved from databases, but has also to do with the morals of researchers, what they
do with the data once in their possession.

Data collections and registers in Sweden
Sweden has long built up a unique collection of databases and registers (Welin, 1990; Jonsson
and Landegren, 2001). There are a number of official registers dating back to the eighteenth
century (Demographic Database, 2009) and current registers administered by the official
authority Statistics Sweden (Statistics Sweden, 2009). These data collections and registers are
also to some extent used in research. The uniqueness of Swedish data collections and registers
and related national conditions can be described as a combination of several important characteristics (Jonsson and Landegren, 2001).
Many of the registers have been compiled over a long period of time. The first census
registers, established in the eighteenth century on the basis of parish statistics, can support
genetic studies by providing information regarding the relatedness of sampled individuals.
In Sweden, there are many registers of official data available to researchers via Statistics
Sweden, the Swedish central government authority for official statistics. Over a long period of
time, Statistics Sweden has been carrying out population-based surveys (of the entire Swedish
population), which guarantee a high degree of reliability of the survey data.
The Swedish healthcare system is well-functioning and is today highly advanced, which
ensures that sampled individuals have been correctly diagnosed and characterized in medical
registers.
In sparsely populated parts of Sweden, there is an increased likelihood that two individuals who have a disease also share the genetic risk factors, which is an advantage in genetic
studies.
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Since 1947, Sweden has had a system by which every newborn person, or immigrant, is
given a national identification number which is used by all public administrations and in
most commercial contexts – including economic transactions – to identify the individual (see
Otjacques et al., 2006 for a European comparison). This identifier can be used in research for
cross-referencing between registers.
Finally, a number of data collections and registers have been built up within individual
research projects, and these are available to other researchers through contacting the managers
of the individual data collections. To mention a few prominent examples, there is the Swedish
Twin Registry, described in detail by Lichtenstein et al. (2002), the Stockholm Birth Cohort
Study, described in Stenberg and Vågerö (2006) and the Demographic Database, described at
the database’s website (http://www.ddb.umu.se/presentation/index_eng.html).
The above-mentioned characteristics of the Swedish circumstances in relation to data collections and data registers are said to be part of the underlying rationale for the current Swedish
e-Science endeavour. Several internal and official documents by the Swedish Research Council
– which is the driving force behind the Swedish e-Science enterprise – have expressed the view
that the existing national data collections and registers are unique resources for research
(Vetenskapsrådet, 2005: 5). What they also say, however, is that they are highly under-used,
and mainly for two reasons. One is that many researchers are unaware of what collections and
registers exist, since, as mentioned already, they are stored at and available only via particular
institutions (Vetenskapsrådet, 2005: 27). The other reason is that it is considered complicated
and costly for researchers to access research data from registers and data collections (Vetenskapsrådet, 2005: 27).
A generally accepted description of data collections, according to the Swedish Research
Council (Vetenskapsrådet, 2005: 9), distinguishes among registers at official authorities (Statistics Sweden, 2009), at universities and colleges and at hospitals and healthcare institutions.
Swedish official statistics are collected, stored and made available by 25 different official authorities, each responsible for its own specific area (e.g. higher education, health and welfare,
agriculture). These official authorities all belong to a network, ‘Official Statistics of Sweden’
(http://www.scb.se/templates/Listning1____139369.asp) headed by Statistics Sweden (SCB).
‘Official statistics’, according to the website of ‘Official Statistics Sweden’, are defined as ‘statistics for public information, planning and research purposes in specified areas’. In addition,
Swedish universities and colleges, as pointed out by the Swedish Research Council in their
report (Vetenskapsrådet, 2005: 13), are managers of several research data collections. Over a
long period of time they have built up a number of extensive and world unique social science
and medical longitudinal databases.

Collecting data in Sweden – public attitudes and media coverage
A very important precondition for database research is public trust in the data collectors. If
the public distrusts researchers or other data collectors (like the state) and denies them information about themselves, little database research could be carried out. However, the public
has much to gain from research based on information about themselves. Better medical care,
a better educational system and better solutions of social and economic problems are some
of the societal benefits of database research. In Sweden, it seems that individuals have long
trusted the data authorities with information about themselves. As described above, Sweden
has a world-unique set of data registers about its population and the widely spread national
identification number has been in use for 50 years. In addition, a survey of the public’s
attitudes to the collection of individual data shows that people are positively disposed to
giving information about themselves to the Swedish authorities. In a recent report from the
Ministry of Justice (Justitiedepartementet, 2007) concerning integrity issues in Swedish society,
39 per cent (N = 1,000) stated that they thought the authorities collected a reasonable amount
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of information about its population, while 12 per cent said they collected too little information. Only 10 per cent of respondents believed that the authorities collected too much information. In relation to the national identification number, a majority of the respondents, 66 per
cent, thought that it was used to a reasonable extent today and only 1 per cent considered that
it should be done away with.
However, despite the relatively strong support for continuous data collection and few
concerns about integrity issues in relation to collection, storage and sharing of data in Sweden,
there have been a few incidents in recent years that have produced headlines in the Swedish
newspapers, heated discussions in the media, and even demonstrations by concerned individuals. One incident (described in detail in Welin, 1990) took place in the 1980s, when the largest
newspaper, Dagens Nyheter (D, 1986), revealed the details of a large social science study of
15,000 individuals in Stockholm, all born in 1953. The study had been ongoing since 1966 and
researchers, the newspaper revealed, had collected qualitative as well as quantitative data
about the individuals, partly from population-based registers and without the individuals’
knowledge. The Metropolit study, as it was known, prompted a huge debate and even demonstrations by the public reacting against the way that researchers could make use of information about individuals unknowingly and for their own undisclosed purposes with financial
support from the state. Without going into detail about the study and the reactions to it here,
this incident, as pointed out by, for example, Hermerén (1986), initiated the first open discussion of research ethics in Sweden and a strong and negative reaction against the ‘secret’
activities of the researchers.
Another more recent case in Sweden, which caused not only uproar in the media but also
became a legal issue, was the so-called ‘Gillberg case’. Briefly, this was about a professor in
child psychiatry, Christopher Gillberg, who was ordered to hand out research material to
another researcher for inspection, but instead destroyed the material in order to protect the
study participants’ integrity (children diagnosed with Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
and their parents). For his action, Professor Gillberg was conditionally sentenced and fined by
the court of appeal in February 2006.
Yet another, and even more recent, debate in Sweden had to do with the new FRA law
(‘Försvarets radioanstalt’ or the National Defence Radio Establishment), which allows signals
intelligence to be carried out by the National Defence Radio Establishment on commission by
the Swedish authorities on data traffic (Internet and telephone) over borders to and from
Sweden. The FRA law was proposed in the spring of 2007 and approved by the Swedish parliament in the summer of 2008. It, too, was heavily criticized and widely discussed by politicians, the public and academics in political forums, in blogs and in the Swedish media before
and after the decision. The strong criticism finally led to a number of changes to the law, the
main one being stronger protection of the integrity of the individual. The law finally came into
force on 1 January 2009.
What can be said about these three incidents – each causing, at different times and in
different contexts, massive debate and uproar among the public as well as within the scientific community and the political sphere – is that they touched on several of the issues at the
very core of e-enabled data-sharing. In the Metropolit and Gillberg cases, the researchers were
accused by the public, by other researchers and by the media, of not being open about their
actions. However, the two cases differ. In the Metropolit case, the lack of openness was due to
the fact that the researchers were unaware of the concerns that the public, and especially the
study participants, might have had about having information about themselves stored in
computers and shared among and studied by researchers. Moreover, Swedish legislation did
not prohibit their way of using the data or of conducting research. Nevertheless, owing to the
public reaction, further studies on the material were prohibited without the consent of the study
participants. In the Gillberg case, on the other hand, the lack of openness was a way for the
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researcher to protect the integrity of the study participants. In this case, however, the researcher
was judged to have acted incorrectly in law. Nevertheless, further research on the data and
perhaps new knowledge regarding the disease under study was rendered impossible. The most
recent case, the FRA law, also has a clear bearing on e-enabled data-sharing in Sweden. One
reason is that the law, and even more so the debates preceding the law, made Swedes in general
think, worry about and debate the fact that even the (Swedish) state might want to collect and
use information against its own citizens. This awareness may affect attitudes among Swedes in
general in a negative way towards attempts to increase accessibility to research data, among
other things putting people off participating in studies where sensitive data are collected.

Method
In order to gain insight into the possibilities and constraints of increased data-sharing in
Sweden, interviews were conducted with 16 informants, 15 of whom belonged to two or three
of the stakeholder categories: database managers, database researchers or database funders
(the informant who can be said not to belong to any of these categories was the coordinator
of a bio bank programme at a Swedish university; this programme arranges and supports
national activities such as research, development and education within the bioengineering
field). All participants live and work in Sweden. During the interviews, the informants were
introduced to the concept of e-Science both in our initial request to participate in the interview
and at the beginning of their interview. e-Science was broadly defined as science that would
be carried out through distributed global collaborations enabled by the Internet. A central
feature of such collaborative scientific enterprises is that access will be required to large data
collections, large-scale computing resources and high performance visualization.
The interview questions were specifically designed to elicit the informants’ perspectives on
the Swedish e-Science data-sharing enterprise and, particularly, to influence the way in which
the databases built up, managed and used would influence e-Science in the future. We were
interested in the implications of increased accessibility to data in research databases and the
possibilities of handling data via e-Science tools among different stakeholders. Among other
things, for example, one can foresee new and increased research possibilities, new types of
legal issues to be dealt with and new integrity matters.
All interview questions were open-ended, and follow-up questions were asked to ensure
that informants’ views were captured. Because all interviews, apart from one, were conducted
in Swedish, quotes from the informants in the sections below have been translated from
Swedish. Every effort has been made to ensure that the voice of the informant resonates in the
translation.

Results and discussion
It is impossible in the limited space available to present a full discussion of the issues raised,
or to present the range of views expressed by our informants. In what follows, we nevertheless highlight key points and provide some illustrative responses.
In some respects, the problems of data-sharing are not unique to e-enabled data, but rather
relate to research collaboration in general. Intellectual Property (IP) issues, security issues
(especially relating to sensitive data), data-formatting (data curation, metadata creation), the
need for training and support for database researchers in their use of databases, and the like,
all occur whenever data are shared. Nevertheless, as one interviewee stated: ‘Qualitatively there
will not be any differences, but quantitatively’ (Database funder and database researcher).
Put differently, the more users, or the more distributed users and unknown users, the more
problems can be expected.
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Our interviewees were well aware of the unique possibilities in Sweden:
Longitudinal population-based research has been asked for in international research where limited
studies have been conducted with measures only at one point in time /. . . / We have had unique
conditions here in Sweden to conduct this kind of research. Among other things we have a wellfunctioning national registration from which we can select a certain sub-group and we can follow
these individuals wherever they go and move. Our American colleagues would go mad if they even
tried to get the same kind of data input to work. (Database manager and database researcher)

The same researcher also put this point in terms of ‘competitive advantage’:
In Sweden we have a niche in this, to conduct longitudinal population based research, which is a
competitive advantage in comparison to other countries, based on the fact that we can collect data of
this kind. (Database manager and database researcher)

At the same time, they were well aware that this advantage could be lost in the new environment:
I can see a great danger in that we are about to create legal systems such that the incentives to carry
out research and collect data about people, which used to be easy in this country, will be so difficult
that people rather give up /. . . / I think we have imported the worst parts of the American system,
which is where we assume that misuse is what is going to take place /. . . / This is in a way to hinder
what could be the most prominent part of this country’s research, namely longitudinal research.
(Database manager and database researcher)

On one side, this is the question of preserving the special relationship that obtains in
Swedish society as a whole:
Openness, openness, openness . . . Information [to study participants] about a particular study but
also information and education in general about how important knowledge is in our society /. . . /
In other societies this is not the case, people do not think they need to participate in relationship to
the state and to society. . . . (Database funder and database researcher)

On the other side, it is not a question simply of consensus, but also of ensuring that the views
of the minority are taken into account:
. . . then we have those 1–1.5% of people that would not accept this [giving out sensitive information
about themselves to research]. If we do not show consideration for them, then the whole system will
break down. (Database funder and database researcher)

Questions about data protection were also considered, not just in the context of researchers
and research participants, but in terms of how trust might be broken outside this relationship:
I am not at all afraid that people who primarily have a scientific interest in this would cross the line
of what is appropriate. The individuals [in these databases] are of no interest to us researchers. We
are looking for patterns, we have no interest in whether there is someone in this whom we know that
has some specific genetical structure. (Database manager and database researcher)

However, several of our interviewees mentioned the risk of journalists or other members of
the public who might obtain sensitive information and misuse it, especially about famous
people, and thus threaten trust and the possibilities for collecting data in the future.
Again, the specifically Swedish nature of this issue was recognized:
In Sweden we have more problems with secrecy compared to other countries, because our surveys
are complete while in other countries the quality of the sources are too low, they have only selections.
(Database manager)
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At the same time, in the event of collaboration with international colleagues, the informal
relations of trust would need to be extended in studies requiring shared data. As one researcher
using longitudinal data told us:
The study was conducted in collaboration with American colleagues and no single individual had
been capable of carrying out this on his own /. . . / The collaboration was not the least initiated or
administered from above but totally based on trust, on personal contacts, on the fact that people liked
each other . . . (Database manager and database researcher)

Trust, in short, would need to extend into an e-Science environment:
The Swedish legislation is very rational, both for researchers and individuals. It takes into account
the needs of the society as well as the needs of the individual for protection . . . The question of trust
is the key! (Database funder and database researcher)

In view of the new e-Science initiatives, the funding council and lawmakers would therefore
need to tackle problems of data re-use:
Swedish legislation does not allow re-use of data /. . . / which is something the Committee for
Research Infrastructures [Swedish KFI] really should try to do something about /. . . / The whole idea
with Swedish National Data Service [Svensk Nationell Datatjänst, SND] builds on this, but the legislation does not allow it. (Database manager)

Apart from issues of trust and privacy in society, our interviewees anticipated a number of
specific issues on the creation of shared databases that would need to be addressed. One was
the relevant expertise:
To have someone from the outside to advise us when managing our database would be very valuable,
in order to configure it for future e-Science uses that we do not have knowledge about today. (Database manager and database researcher)

Perhaps Sweden has come relatively late to e-Science, or perhaps this researcher believes that
other e-Science efforts are more advanced than is warranted. Other issues have been recognized
elsewhere, such as the short funding cycles, which may mean that databases do not come into
widespread use, or focus on new data rather than re-using it:
People move in and out of studies. What is it that ensures the continuity of a database? A lot of existing
databases are of high quality, but have fallen into oblivion. That is a waste of resources. But the
research funding system tends to reward collecting data above using already collected data. (Database
manager and database researcher)

Developing shared data sets and repositories is not necessarily to do with e-Science, but with
being able to have access to linked resources without needing to be a specialist in particular
tools:
For me [as a database researcher] the most important thing is to be able to put forward my research
questions and link different databases. I should not have to know how databases are constructed or
anything about e-Science to use the tools. That is the real challenge. (Database funder and database
researcher)

e-Science is not about technology, but about making use of it. Sharing data, however, does
require researchers willing to make their data available. Several of our interviewees mentioned
that the predecessor to the Swedish National Data service (SND), the Social Science Data
Service, had not been very successful in this. One way that is becoming increasingly popular
is the requirement of a deposit of data for publicly funded projects, but this has not yet been
decided in Sweden:
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At what point should data be released to other researchers? We have not yet come to a conclusion on
that point yet . . . However, there is the ethical aspect of it and requirement from the main national
research funding agency in Sweden, that researchers should make their data available to others so
they can check whether the research is sound, but there is no requirement to make raw data available
to others to carry out research on that data. NIH [National Institutes of Health, USA] requires that
researchers should share data and that is a good model, however not yet developed to perfection.
(Database funder and database researcher)

Conclusion and outlook for the future
The core of the Swedish e-Science enterprise is, with good reason, data registers, database
research and data-sharing. The unique Swedish circumstances have been identified as providing a competitive advantage in international research, both by researchers and by funding
bodies, but there is still a long way to go before these uniquely favourable conditions can be
used to their full potential. E-enabling of Swedish data registers is only partly a technical issue,
and this is understood by the various stakeholders in the Swedish e-Science enterprise. The
stakeholders that we interviewed in the current study, for example, seem to worry little about
storage capacity or about which middleware to use to make data available, and much more
about how the exceptional Swedish conditions that have been built up over a long period of
time can be preserved and prevented from being misused and thus ruined for research. In
other words, as Sweden tries to build up an infrastructure for e-Research around its unique
data collections, stakeholders are aware that the key will be to maintain the unusual conditions of trust that have obtained in Sweden.
Several incidents in relation to research on Swedish data registers and data-sharing indicate
that the public’s trust, in the state and in researchers, is fragile and could readily be destroyed,
and that it would take years to re-construct that confidence. Significantly, the two main overarching issues that the interviewees in this study stressed were openness and safety. Openness
with what researchers are up to, to the public and within the scientific community, and the
safety of – or protection of – individuals who contribute with information about themselves
to the data registers. Like all science, e-Science depends on the data to analyse; the difference
is that in e-Science the numbers of data points and users are much larger. However, if Swedish
database researchers, database managers and database funders take the demand for openness
and integrity protection seriously, and as a joint challenge already now, in the process of
scaling up the quantity of – and accessibility to – data with e-Science, then there will be few
obstacles for Swedish database research in the future. However, if the Swedish e-Science
enterprise pushes ahead too quickly and starts making data gathered from the public accessible to wider groups of researchers too soon, then Swedish e-Science may encounter a number
of challenges. More specifically, without ensuring transparency towards the public and
researchers regarding how data will be used, and by whom, and without protecting individual integrity, it may be that individuals will be reluctant to provide researchers with information about themselves, or that researchers will hesitate to deposit their research data in
accessible repositories or use other researchers’ data. Therefore Sweden needs to tread the path
to data-sharing carefully. It will be especially important to inform the public about the benefits
of making research data accessible, about the role of data in research in general and about the
legal rights of individuals in relation to data collections. It will also be very important to inform
and educate researchers regarding the benefits of sharing research data, regarding their rights
to their own data after deposition, and regarding the effective legal framework concerning
the protection of individuals. In other words, the uniquely high level of trust that has so far
governed the relation between researchers, the public and a social order in which personal
data are thought to be safely and transparently managed – this fragile trust must now be
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extended into a new environment. Obviously, other countries do not share the same setting
of trust, and would need to build on their relation between the public, researchers and the
way in which personal data are governed – though some of the lessons may be transferable.
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